Our Threat Protect | Vulnerability Management service is a risk and threat-based service that monitors for vulnerabilities, establishes your threat exposure, and actively remediates findings.

Due to the always-evolving threat landscape, and the complexities of hybrid IT, modern vulnerability scanning techniques are now a crucial part of securing your enterprise environment.

As a full managed service provider (MSP), we have extensive experience in finding, assessing, and remediating genuine risks. This addresses both known and unknown threats, from applying patches to control risk through to tackling brand new “zero-day” vulnerabilities.

We use our unique broad view of your organisation to combine technical know-how with business insights. By blending these strengths, we enable clients to make intelligent risk decisions (accept, transfer, treat) and then apply appropriate countermeasures.

Our approach is enriched with real-time threat intelligence, so that remediation activities can be prioritised to address active threat campaigns.

Helps your Business by

- Monitoring your Threat Landscape: Keeping you up to date on your real-world security posture and exposure to active threat campaigns
- Eliminating blind spots: We provide Visibility of Identity based vulnerabilities and previously unidentified ‘shadow’ infrastructure
- Providing Expert Insights: Our team of cyber experts run scheduled workshops to help you understand your threat landscape
- Identifying unpatched assets to maintain compliance to ASD Essential 8
- Enabling you to focus on the vulnerabilities that pose the greatest risk to your organisation

Did you know?

- A small number of vulnerabilities correspond to a large proportion of the risk to your environment
- The sheer volume of vulnerabilities discovered often overwhelms and distracts from fixing key risks
- Vulnerability rating systems alone do not consider active threats
- Active Directory vulnerabilities are too often ignored and exploited

What we offer

- An implementation project and ongoing service to scan and monitor for risky configurations and components
- Specific Identity (Active Directory) protections alongside traditional vulnerability management scope
- Optional integrations to your environment to help assess findings and prioritise remediation budgets
- An iterative implementation starting with what we consider Essentials – which are then built upon to provide complete coverage alongside your digital transformation.
- An End-User focused service option for customers with E5/EMS licenses and Microsoft Premier Support

Related Services:

- Cloud Security Posture Management
- Information Security Manager

Our Story

We are a global leader in technology and business solutions that transform organisations and the world around us.

We put people first. We believe in the power of diversity. Our values of Empathy, Trust and Aspiration drive everything we do.
Eliminate Blind Spots

As enterprises grow, adopt new technologies and transform, it can be tough to maintain visibility and securely configure assets.

We consider Vulnerability Management an evolving process alongside your digital transformation, shift to cloud services, remote working adoption, and app modernisation.

Using this thinking we tailor your Vulnerability Management journey around our maturity framework to protect the most exploited parts of your attack surface first.

We don’t just send you a report

Would you like to receive a long and detailed report full of technical findings alongside your monthly invoice? We can do that, but we find most customers prefer not!

Our Cyber Experts interpret findings against your business context and specific threat exposure before guiding you on how best to move forward. Using our automation & AIOPs platforms we coordinate mitigation and remediation responses to happen as quickly as possible.

Integrations to your environment enrich your SOC, allow us to derive asset criticality information, automate response activity and continuously monitor and measure your threat exposure.

Your users are our priority

As your users and their digital identities are at the heart of all that you do. Despite investments in cloud services, it is highly likely you are reliant on a ubiquitous 20-year-old Directory Services technology to control access to your environment.

Security threats have evolved dramatically in the last two decades, both in sophistication and volume, in a manner that could not have been envisaged 20 years ago.

At the same time dependencies on directory services have grown in scale and complexity making it difficult to maintain in a secure state. For those reasons cyber-attackers increasingly target older identity technologies as the weak point in their attempts to gain a foothold into corporate environments.

Our Identity Protection option uses automated attack simulation techniques, workflow automations and guided remediations to maintain security at the heart of your Identity Architecture – and can also facilitate threat detection & forensic response.